Subject: ORA-01555 Using Automatic Undo Management - Causes and Solutions

PURPOSE
-------

This article discusses the circumstances under which a query can return
the ORA-01555 "snapshot too old (rollback segment too small" error when
using the AUM (Automatic Undo Management) feature and also the possible 
solutions to this error. 

 
SCOPE & APPLICATION
-------------------

For users experiencing the ORA-01555 error.

ORA-1555: snapshot too old (rollback segment too small)


ORA-01555 Using Automatic Undo Management - Causes and Solutions
----------------------------------------------------------------

There are various reasons behind the error ORA-01555.  When using old-style 
rollback segments as in Oracle 8i and below versions, the reasons and 
possible solutions have been identified in Note 1005107.6 and Note 45895.1.
These reasons and solutions are still applicatable to Oracle9i and 10G and 
should be considered when troubleshooting ORA-1555 errors.  

This article will focus on the ORA-1555 errors received when using the 
AUM (Automatic Undo Management) feature as in Oracle 9i and 10g versions.


Undo_retention
--------------

The ORA-01555 error can be caused if the UNDO_RETENTION parameter is inproperly 
set.  Retention is specified in units of seconds. This parameter determines the 
lower threshold value of undo retention. The system retains undo for at least 
the time specified in this parameter.

The UNDO_RETENTION parameter is only honored if the current undo tablespace has
enough space. If an active transaction requires undo space and the undo tablespace 
does not have available space, then the system starts reusing unexpired undo space.
This can cause some queries to fail with the ORA-01555 message.

Unexpired extents will not be reused until and unless there are no more free 
extents available.

The sequence for using extents is as follows:

1. A new extent will be allocated from the undo tablespace when the requirement
arises.  From more detailed descriptions in Bug 5475085, as undo is being 
written to an undo segment, if the undo reaches the end of the current extent 
and the next extent contains expired undo then the new undo (generated by the 
current transaction) will wrap into that expired extent, in preference to 
grabbing a free extent from the undo tablespace free extent pool.

2. If this fails because of no available free extents and we cannot autoextend
the datafile, then Oracle tries to steal an expired extent from another undo 
segment. 

NOTE: Bug 2900863 indicates this steps is broken in some cases. This is fixed 
in Server patchset version 9.2.0.5 and above, and in Server release 10g.

3. If it still fails because there are no extents with expired status then 
Oracle tries to reuse an unexpired extent from the current undo segment.

4. If even that fails, Oracle tries to steal an unexpired extent from another
undo segment.

5. If all the above fails, an Out-Of-Space error will be reported.  

Solution
--------

1. The UNDO tablespace is too small. Increase the size of the UNDO tablespace.
The UNDO tablespace should be large enough to store the undo data generated by 
active transactions as well as those preserved to honor the undo retention setting.

2. Tune the value of the UNDO_RETENTION parameter. This is important for systems
running long queries. The parameter's value should at least be equal to the 
length of longest running query on a given database instance. This can be 
determined by querying V$UNDOSTAT view once the database has been running 
for a while.

SQL> select max(maxquerylen) from v$undostat; 

The V$UNDOSTAT view holds undo statistics for 10 minute intervals. This view 
represents statistics across instances, thus each begin time, end time, and 
statistics value will be a unique interval per instance.
This view contains the following columns:

BEGIN_TIME     - The beginning time for this interval check
END_TIME       - The ending time for this interval check
UNDOTSN        - The undo tablespace number
UNDOBLKS       - The total number undo blocks consumed during the time interval
TXNCOUNT       - The total number of transactions during the interval
MAXQUERYLEN    - The maximum duration of a query within the interval
MAXCONCURRENCY - The highest number of transactions during the interval
UNXPSTEALCNT   - The number of attempts when unexpired blocks were stolen from 
                 other undo segments to satisfy space requests
UNXPBLKRELCNT  - The number of unexpired blocks removed from undo segments to be
                 used by other transactions
UNXPBLKREUCNT  - The number of unexpired undo blocks reused by transactions
EXPSTEALCNT    - The number of attempts when expired extents were stolen from 
                 other undo segments to satisfy a space requests
EXPBLKRELCNT   - The number of expired extents stolen from other undo segments 
                 to satisfy a space request
EXPBLKREUCNT   - The number of expired undo blocks reused within the same undo 
                 segments
SSOLDERRCNT    - The number of ORA-1555 errors that occurred during the interval
NOSPACEERRCNT  - The number of Out-of-Space errors

When the columns UNXPSTEALCNT through EXPBLKREUCNT hold non-zero values, it is 
an indication of space pressure. If the column SSOLDERRCNT is non-zero, then 
UNDO_RETENTION is not properly set. If the column NOSPACEERRCNT is non-zero, 
then there is a serious space problem.

3. Retention Guarantee

With Server release 10g version we have an option to guarantee undo retention. 
When this option is enabled the database never overwrites unexpired undo data 
that is, undo data whose age is less than the undo retention period. Make sure
to define the UNDO tablespace large enough to meet the guarantee requirement. 

You can enable the guarantee option by specifying the RETENTION GUARANTEE clause 
for the UNDO tablespace when it is created by the CREATE UNDO TABLESPACE statement
or at a later period using the ALTER TABLESPACE statement.

SQL> alter tablespace undotbs1 retention guarantee; 

4. How to calculate and properly size the UNDO tablespace
    
The required space depends on the amount of undo blocks that is needed during a
specific period of time, and it is lineary related to the UNDO_RETENTION setting.
Use the formula presented in Note 262066.1 to calculate the size of the UNDO 
tablespace.

NOTE:  

With 10g Release 2, there is an Undo Advisor included with Enterprise Manager.

With Enterprise Manager, you can manage undo as follows:

1.  From the Database Control home page, click Administration.

The Administration property page appears.

2.  In the Database Configuration section, click Undo Management.

You can use the Undo Management page to view the following about your undo configuration:

  - Name and size of undo tablespace
  - Auto-extend tablespace setting
  - Auto-tuned undo retention period
  - Minimum retention period

See the Oracle® Database 2 Day DBA 10g Release 2 (10.2) Chapter 6 for more details.



